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Pallern Importance

The importance of the free space vertical
pallern cannot be over emphasized and it'
is the least understood. Far too much em
phasis is placed on the gain of an antenna
which, while it is certainly important, does ,
not give the most important characteristic I

of the antenna. T his can best be illustrated
by the following example. The patterns of
typical dipole configu rations are illustrated
in fig. I. Assume that several colli near di
poles are all fed in-phase and their "line of
sight" gain is 10 db over a single dipole. As
illustrated in fi g. I the horizontal pattern is a
much sharper "fi gure 8" but the vertical

other operators with higher power an
higher gain antennas. The conclusion ofte
drawn is that the skilled operator has a bet
ter location.

Side by side comparisons of sign
strength, where skill is not a factor, can tel
a true story in many respects. Amateurs ar
constantly comparing signal strengths i
contacts and over a period of time a gene ra
overall performance level can be determined
One of the so-called "acid tests" that ha
proven valuable is who gets the DX stat io
firs t in the "pile-ups." However, when th
competi tion is the keenest a power facto
someti mes creeps in and again invalidate
the comparisons. Sometimes even the bes
of frie nds will hold out a bit on each othe
so even they aren't sure how they reall
compare._lOdb
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Fig. 1-Free space patterns of several collinear
dipoles ha ving 10 db gain. In A, circle # 1 as
viewed from the end of the dipoles shows the
vertical ga in pattern of a sing le dipole . Circle # 2
is the vertical gain paMern of collinear dipoles
with a 10 db gain showing an increase, but no
chonge in directivity. In B, the top view of the
collinear d ipoles, the horizonta l patterns for the
single dipole (# 1) and the colinear (# 2) with

10 db gain are shown.

R DlCfINGan an tenna's perform
ance at a certain location entails many con
siderations such as the power level, height,
ground terrain and conductivity, to mention
just a few. Some antenna sites appear to be
exceptional and often are. Sometimes they
are just average or even below average for
no apparent reason. How and by whom the
location is evaluated is another considera
tion. Many times, skilled operators with low
power transmillers consistently outperform
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free space pattern ( H plane) is still the same
as a single dipole, a circle. Although the
antenna has 10 db gain , it has no vertical
directivity and this is a serious disadvant age

I except for high angle radiation on the lower
frequencies.

Now assume a number of dipoles arc
again fed in-phase but stacked one on top of
each other until a line of sight gain of 10 db
is aga in ohta ined as illustrated in fig. 2. The
bea;" width of the horizontal " figure 8" is
unchan ged despite the I0 db gain. The
vertical pattern is now a very sharp "figure
8" as a result of the vertical stacking. Both
configurations have the same gain but the
performance of the two antenn as will be
substantially different at 1000, 5000 or
15 000 miles awav, The antenna with the, .

vertical stacking will have the stronger sig
nal at a distance because most of the energy
is concentrated into the lower angles of
radiation. Whenever a gain figure is quoted
some description of the vertical and horizon
tal oatterns should al so be given.

Although the previous example is an ex
treme case, even minor improvements in the
vetrical free soace patt ern appear to give
heneficial results. An example of this is the
Qu ad antenna. The Quad has proven itself to
he an effective OX antenna yet its actual
line of sicht gain is sliehtlv over 4 db. The
horizontal pallern is noticeablv wider than
the average 3-element beam. The Quad is

"
actua ll v a stacked arrav of two half waves
in phase spaced one quarter wavelen gth
apart. This is far from optimum spacing,
however. the ve rtical pattern sharpens bene
ficially and is the principle reason for the
good performance of the qu ad. An eighth
wave at each end of each half wave is bent
down or up and results in a slightly broader
hori zontal pattern . The sharper vertical pat
tern is obtained at the expense of the
horizontal pallern and is a step in the right
direction for effective long haul communica
tions.

Another example of this is the popular
, "ZL Special" 2-element all dri ven arra v. The

hori zontal pattern is a cardioid of about 4
db gain. Yet the antenna is outstanding on
long haul communication. The answe r again
is to be fo und in its vertical pattern. Vertical
patterns are much sharper in all-driven ar
rays, another being the 8JK array. The 8JK
array is an effective antenna on the low as
well as the high frequencies as a result of
the sharp vertical patt ern.

Ground Conductivity

Another impo rt ant factor in an antenna's
performance is the ground conductivity.
When an antenna works over a perfectly
conducting ground the reflected component
(equal in amplitude ) combines with the free
space patt ern and reshapes or alters the pat
tern with definite lobes and null s. The new
lobes arc 6 db stronger than the free space
pattern in the vertical plane .

Locati ons where the antenna works over
salt water have always proved to be out
standing du e to the high conductivity. In
such areas vertical antennas have proved to
be outstanding performers and in many
cases even bett er than horizontals. Antennas
work ing over salt water (liquid copper)
approach ideal laboratory conditions in na
lure about as close as possible. The angle of
radiation patterns over perfectly conducting
ground are closely duplicated in many re
spects.

Vertical Antennas
Vert ical an tennas th at arc 3;.\ wavelengths

long or less al ways have one radiat ion lobe
close to the ground or water regardless of
their height above ground. The reflected
component of a vertically polarized wave
suffers no phase reversal (in an ideal case )
upon reflection and therefore is in-phase
with the direct component , forming a lobe
next to the ground. At higher angles where
the reflected component is out of phase with
the direct component a null is formed in the
vertical patt ern.

Experi ments with 2, 3, and 4 clement ver
tical beams on 20 meters over a period of
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Fig. 2-The side view of stocked dipoles, in pha se,
is shown in A. Pattern # 1 is the vertical pattern
of a single dipole and # 2 is the vertical pattern
for the phased stocked dipoles 0 0 db gain)
showing exceptional vertical directivity. 8 shows
the top view of stacked dipole horizontal pattern.
Pattern # 1 is the horizontal pattern for the single
dipole, the conventiona l figure 8. Pattern ~2 for
the stocked dipoles is a lso a figure 8 With the

some beam width but higher gain .
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Fig. 3- The a ntenna view from W7YGN. This has prove n to be an outstanding antenna site wltl
Puge t Sound below for a grou nd plane. The view is no rthea st with the Space Needle looming up in
backgrou nd. Weak ox stations have been heard here when not heard e lsewhere in Seattle. Directly

north is the antenna sight of W7FA .

Fig. 4-This is the antenna view a t K7GCO. With eq ua l antennas and power, signal reports have
averaged 6 db higher tha n those of W7YGN. l ake is fresh-wetee. Horizon appears curved because
the camera was tilted down. View is Northeost. To the southwest the la nd slo pes up. This site has
proven to be one of the most effective in the US a s unusua ll y strong signal reports have been

received from Europe with simple a ntennas a nd 1 KW power on all bands.

Fig. 5.-This was the antenna view from W7FA. The sa lt water of Puget Sound below provided an
excellent g round pla ne (liquid copper) and the signa l 'Stre ngth reports were a lwa ys outstanding.
West Seattle is across the water and was the a nte nna sight of W7YGN. One e nd of a 75 meter
folded dipole was connected to the 20 mete r beam tower and the other end down on the beach
for a "Slantindicula r" polarization. This antenna gave outsta nding results. W7FA was probably the
only west coast station that heard Zll ABZ from he Kerma dec Islands on 75 mete rs on April 18, '58.

This is the ultimate in antenna sites.
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years by W7DND have shown that the 3
and 4 element beam's free space vertical
pattern is apparently too sharp for effective
communications. The sharper the free space
vertical patterns the lower the main angle
of radiation and less energy in the higher

I angles. omparison with K7GCO and with
stations in Europe have confirmed this ob-

I servation. Other facts may have influenced
the results but every effort was made to
make the comparisons as accurate as possi
ble. The salt water bay next to W7DND's lot
was not pure salt water due to the fresh
water streams flowing into it. This results in
a much lower conductivity but still much
better th an the highest ground conductivity.

Other tests at W7DND also show that
stacked Lazy H antennas of horizontal polar
ization working over salt water apparently
do not suffer from too sharp a vertical pat
tern. One reason may be that regardless of
how sharp the free space vertical pattern
may be with hori zontal antennas there is
never a lobe next to the ground due to the
180' phase shift suffered by horizontally
polarized waves.

Horizontal antennas require height and/ or
stacking to develop a low angle of radiation
and a sharp vertical pattern. Vertical an
tennas do not have to be high or stacked to
produce a low angle of radiation or a sharp
vertical pattern and this is a big advantage.
An antenna's E plane pattern is generally
sharper than its H plane pattern so a vertical
antenna will generally have a much sharper
vertical pattern than the same antenna hori
zontally polarized. Unfortunately. vertically
polarized waves are attenuated more over
lossy ground than are horizontally polarized
waves. Vertical antennas are more prone to
noise pick up which is also a major dis
advantage. However, 2 and 3 element verti
cal beams over comparatively lossy ground
have proven very effective. The ''Twin Ten"

I array for 10 meters is an example of this.
, The antenna site of W7YGN, shown in

fig 3, appears to be one th at couldn't be
~ improved upon with the salt water of Puget

Sound below. Although it has proven to be
I an exceptional antenna site , the one at
I K7GCO shown in fig: 4 seems to have the

edge on all bands. The ground slopes down
to the fresh water lake at about a 30'

I angle. T he power lines in the antenna's field
about 80 feet away do not appear to affect
the signal but that would not be known con
clusively unless extensive checks were made

with the wires removed.
Generally speaking, a rule of thumb has

been offered that if the obstruct ions do not
cause a change in the s.w.r, as the antenna
is rotated, their effect is negligible. The
higher the gain of an antenna, the more
effect a metallic obstruction will have on
the antenna's major lobe as the reflections
will be stronger and the beams tuning, phas
ing, etc. , becomes more critical. Obstruc
tions on the same level and of the same
polarization will have the greatest effect on
the antenna.

Antennas are affected very little by other
antennas that are resonant higher in fre
quency. The low frequency beams in a
stacked array are virtually unaffected by the
smaller beams. The smaller beam's vertical
pattern is affected by the larger beams to
some extent, and if they are mounted too
close it will show a change on the horizontal
patt ern, s.w.r., resonant frequency and band
width. The larger beams act as a partial
screen or ground or sky plane. The vertical
radiation from a yagi is small and decreases
with increased gain.

Radials
Radi als under an antenna are most useful

when the antenna has a high angle of radia
tion such as a hori zontal dipole on the low
frequencies. The major part of a yagi's
vertical pattern doesn't reflect off the ground
much closer than a 45 ' angle projected
down from the antenna and all the way to
the hori zon . So the neighbors lot and house
wiring, plumbing etc. have more to do with
a beams's resulting vertical pattern th an does
the area immediately under the antenna.
The pattern is scattered, twisted, deflected,
reflected and absorbed so that any similarity
between what it would be in an ideal case is
small. The effec t is more serious on a re
ceived signal as nothing can be done about
it. When transmitting one can often make
up for the disrupted pattern with high
power or a high gain antenna. Generally
the two balance out but several instances
have been observed where one station al
ways received better signal reports than
others but had the most trouble receiving
other distant stations due to low signal
strength . High power was usually the answer
but it can also be a receiver in need of align
ment. Many questions will be answered
some day when some one develops a way
to see the r.f. field of an antenna. •
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